Chipmonks’
Project Log

Hi there,
We are Chipmonks, A.K.A three Masters students from the Royal College of Art and Imperial College, London.
This booklet is a process documentation of our collaboration in our 5 months of collaboration during our
Innovation Design Engineering double masters program. Our journey was about exploring interconnectivity of
digital consumer electronics and the attributes of human body to create funky interventions and discover fresh
interfaces.
We love hacking and playing with technology. We believe in opensource platforms and that knowledge sharing
is useful for our society. We believe “No problems should ever be solved twice.”
The Chipmonks group:
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Jieting (Tina) Chen is a designer from Ürümqi, China.
She is an adventurer and day dreamer and who loves cats,
science fiction, media arts, technology and crafts.
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Andras Sly Szalai is a Media Hacker, Interaction Designer.
He likes hacking technology to add new, funky features to
everyday objects.
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Mohammed Daud is a hands-on engineer who applies his
imagination and creativity to solve practical problems. He
is a budding photographer and loves his wife very much.

Please feel free to contact us at chipmonksrca@gmail.com

About

#!/opt/local/bin/python2.6
# program to generate random catchphrases
import random
verbs = open(“verbs.txt”).readlines()
nouns = open(“nouns.txt”).readlines()
r = random.Random()
for i in range(0,1000):
a = verbs[r.randint(0,len(verbs)-1)].replace(“\n”,””).capitalize()
b = nouns[r.randint(0,len(nouns)-1)].replace(“\n”,””)
c = verbs[r.randint(0,len(verbs)-1)].replace(“\n”,””)
d = nouns[r.randint(0,len(nouns)-1)].replace(“\n”,””)
print a + “ “ + b + “ by “ + c + “ “ + d + “.”

Interconnectivity

--”Use Technology as a creativity tool”

As designer, one “classical “ way to approach design
is to find the problem, define it, then find a design
solution. Designers and researchers are always trying out new ways for the design process. As designers as well as a group who loves technology, we ask
ourselves the question:
“Can technology drive design process?”
Some typical technology based creativity tools are: •
• Reverse Engineering
• Tinkering
• Circuit Bending
• Hacking
• Building from Scratch
• Patching
• Arduino
-Mini Experiment
To make things more interesting, we made a small
experiment for generating our brief statement. A
quick computer program was made to generate a
random combination of ‘verbs’ and ‘nouns’ associated to our initial directions. This random program
not only helped us explore new possibilities but also
helped us to clarify the concept itself.
Here are all the ‘VERBS’ we used:
avoiding/exploring/reducing/enhancing/understanding/connecting/interconnecting/engaging/playing
with/enrich/materializing/taking/hacking/tinkering/
bending/fixing/learning/problem solving/addressing/
focusing on/applying/developing/recontextualizing

Here are all the ‘NOUNS’ we used:

interconnectivity/gadgets/technology/creativity/
no-connectivity/connectivity/intelligence/functions/
experience/interfaces/playfulness/circuits/interaction/
possibilities/problem solving/terrorism/problems/platforms/open-source/experiments/
We [the computer] generated thousands of sentences, and here are some interesting results:
• Enhancing inter-connectivity by playing with gad
gets.
• Reducing gadgets by connecting functions.
• Understanding functions by enhancing intercon
nectivity.
• Enrich inter-connectivity by understanding func
tions.
• Connecting technology by interconnecting gadgets.
• Enrich functions by understanding interconnectivity.
• Exploring technology by inter connecting
• Engaging technology ...
• Enrich connectivity ...
• Reducing no-connectivity ...
• Interconnecting intelligence ...
• Reducing interfaces by Interconnecting technology
• Hacking interfaces
• Reducing interfaces by hacking interfaces.
• Reducing functions
• Enhancing functions by reducing interfaces.
• Fixing interfaces by reducing possibilities.
• Reducing possibilities by avoiding playfulness.

This small experiment helped us to understand more
about the direction in which our project could go. We
proceeded with hours of brainstorming and as a result
we came up with around 50 ideas that were organized
across four major areas.
• WEB 2.1
• UP-cycling; 3rd World countries; Sustainability
• Weird interfaces
• The Internet of Things/ Ubiquitous computing
We proceeded with prioritizing what we
would like to learn from this project and how it can challenge our creativity and technical backgrounds.
Some examples here:
• Upcycling existing Technology to Promote Sustain
ability
• Experimenting with existing Tech to realize fictional
ideas
• Humanizing technology in unconventional ways
• Exploring the limits of playfulness that can be 		
achieved through technological experiments
• Exploring the power of interconnectivity using 		
everyday technologies
• Addressing complexity through simplistic technologies
• Playing with technology as an experimental way for
innovation

national sports screwdiving

Our Project Brief for the first Internal Gateway:
“To create fresh human-technology interfaces inspired by the unique properties of the human body”.
What kind of possibilities exist in drawing analogies
between human attributes and technology interfaces?
Project Framework for Project:
Series of experiments resulting in funky interventions
by exploring interconnectivity of digital consumer
electronics and the attributes of human body.

exp.
heartbeats

Heartbeat

Heartbeats
There are many interesting human attributes that
are easy to measure and tamper with. Some of them
such as temperature, galvanic skin response etc.
are already quite popular in science, medicine and
design fields.
We wanted to pick something that is
• meaningful
• playful
• useful
We decided to proceed with heartbeats as the
subject of our technology experiments.
Heartbeats are beautiful and relate to both physical
as well as philosophical ideas.
The first step was to detect heartbeats for some
type of interaction, interface or application. We
challenged ourselves to
build the most human heartbeat detector, knowing
we can only get there step-by-step.

Experiment 1 - Piezo’bility
A simple heart beat detector by amplifying the signal
of a piezo element connected to an Arduino.
We taped the piezo element on different places like
wrist, forehead, chest and neck. The piezo element
worked best when stuck to the neck, it also worked
when attached to the chest. We weren’t very impressed on the reliability though as the user had to
really stick the sensor properly to get decent results.
Result: Successful but doesn’t fit our criteria as it has
to be attached to the body.

Experiment 2 - Microphone’ism
Using the microphone input as a means of recording
and analyzing data.
Instead of using an Arduino board, its possible to
use the computers microphone input to capture
data. The microphone input can sample much faster
(44Khz) and more accurately (16bit instead of the
10bit of Arduino).
Result: better resolution on the signal, but not
enough to overcome the noise characteristics of the
sensors.

Experiment 3 - Mega Probe’lematic
Cheap EKG from co-axial cables and 1 penny coins
as probes for detecting electric pulses.

The co-axial cables were used because of the good
noise immunity. The probes were connected to an
Arduino through a differential amplifier circuit. We
tried placing the pair of probes on wrists, chests,
necks and forehead.
Result: Our background knowledge on amplifiers
didn’t seem to be enough for a one-day EKG project.
We couldn’t detect anything using this setup.

Experiment 4 - Pulse Oximetry 1.0
This experiment attempts to use oximetry for detecting pulse rate. We tried to read the signal from an
LDR connected to an Arduino while an LED light
was shun opposite to the LDR. The finger is placed
between the LED and LDR.
Result: success, but the finger still needs to be between the lightsource and the detector.

Experiment 5 - Pulse Oximetry 2.0
Similar to experiment 4, but working with reflection.
Working with reflection would enable us to detect
heartbeat just by placing our palm on a surface of
an object. Our ultimate goal was to find an arrangement, where a natural touch is enough for detection.
Result: The experiment is successful, but we needed
better signal conditioning, we needed a help of an
expert.

BREAK THROUGH

New way to detect heartbeat!
With the help from an electronics expert from
Imperial College, we were able to amplify our signal
to detect heat beat without even touching the sensor!
This might enable us to detect heartbeat from palm
through transparent surfaces, even sand blasted
glass or acrylic.

Internal Gateway 2 and Beyond
Our project has evolved a lot. We were able to
establish our, yet another, new “view point” which
was initially, to take sub-conscious activities
(eg. gestures, blinking, galvanic skin responses,
heartbeats, temperature changes etc.) and use them
to create fresh interactions.
The success of our initial experiments with heart
beat detection gave us a lot of confidence with using
heart beats for our project. The challenge was now
to establish how heartbeats can be utilized to create
interactions that will benefit people in an innovative
manner.
Heartbeat Research
In the research we found out that heartbeat as
biofeedback can be utilized to relieve stress.
Deliberation
We Would like to design an object that combines
well-being, emotions and communication by
using heartbeats. Combining heart beats with
communication brought out a new level of
emotionality and poetry in the area of personal
communication.
Target Group
We would like to focus on a very passive form of
communication between couples, long distance partners or loved ones; parents and children.

Objective
To bring a fresh form of communicative interface that
is subtle and evokes a sense of emotionality between two loved one.
The goal of this tangible communication interface
would be to help relieve stress, loneliness and sadness for the people who engage with it.
What is this interface and what does it do?
We experimented on various forms as well as building various usage scenarios which will enable us to
identify one or more archetypes that work with these
highly emotive two party interactions. The devices
will effectively detect the users heartbeat and will
relay this to the other person over the internet. The
communication is passive and non-disruptive hence
allowing someone to connect to their loved ones just
by touching the device without distracting themselves from their primary activity.
What is new and innovative about this project?
Heart beats have been primarily used in health care
and sports/fitness applications. Conventionally the
data is visualized as numbers and low quality graphics which make heartbeats (that are a meaningful
and very human attribute) very inhuman. We aim
to bring heartbeats out of these conventional and
specialized application areas into a more domestic
and everyday environment. We would like to use
heartbeats to provide comfort and well-being in a
very discrete form of personal communication.

Prototyping
We quickly built a pair of prototypes for testing in
order to understand the interaction and get insights
from beta users.

Beta Test Results & Concept
Optimization
We obtained some really good feed back about
the interaction and the form. One important thing
we realised is that communication is really rich and
involves a lot about personalization. The prototype
didn’t offer a lot at this stage.
After some brainstorming we decided to include an
additional functionality in our device which is to have
a ‘stroking or drawing feature’.
Simply touching, stroking or drawing on the surface
of one device, the other would animate these
gestures. Along with personalization, the idea was
also to bring in the dimensionality of real time and
spatial orientation into live communication.
This could be achieved using infrared light sensors
and displayed with led lights on the receiving end.

“Bringing heartbeats back to life”
We tried to work with light, sound and vibration. Light
includes different intensity, color, arrangement and
the rhythm to express the heartbeat. We cut a glass
bottle and sandblasted the bottom part to quickly
prototype and test different light rhythms and patterns inside.
Experiment - Speakers’tick
Visualizing heartbeat with loudspeakers. In order to
get the best heartbeat representation, we wanted
people to feel the heartbeats in addition to seeing it.
Recycled speakers from an old iMac turned out to
be really good at showing the low frequency components of heartbeat recordings. We really liked
the displacement and the sound produced by the
speaker. Because our loudspeaker had to be connected to an Arduino directly, we needed to build our
own “sound card” too (which was a simple R-ladder).
As a result we were able to synchronize the heartbeat audio with the light patterns, fine tuning both to
give the sense of a real human heartbeat.

FORM

FINDING

...

Internal Gateway 3
Gateways 3 was a total turn down. It was concluded
by our tutors that our conceptual space was unoriginal and that we had failed to provide sufficient
support that there was a “real” need for such form of
communication.
Reasoning
We were not trying to reinvent communication,
instead we were only trying to fill in a gap that is
missing from today’s communication. Indeed, this is
an experimental project and therefore, it is hard to
justify whether or not there is a guaranteed need for
it.
Conclusion
Our project needed more user input.

TABULA RASA
Hand crafted digital messages

Project Re-Take

What Next?

The chipmonks put their heads together and set off
to the streets of South Kensington to ask people
what they felt about communication today.

We still want to try and make communication more
tangible and engaging in some way. We want to
bring back certain qualities such as:

Survey Results:

•
•
•
•
•

• People miss the old forms of communication
(letters, post cards)
• Modern communication is integrated in our lives, it
has made things convenient but it has also made
people distant
• People have become less patient
• People are stuck to some type of screen most of
the time
These conversations really made us question
whether or not our initial target group (loved ones)
was appropriate. We realized that people are now
connected to many layers of groups and networks
more than ever before. So maybe we needed to
stretch our focus from just loved ones to people’s
close group of contacts with whom they’re likely to
communicate with the most.

personalization
unexpectedness
engagement
physicality
anticipation

into today’s communication. Also how can we allow
people to take a break from their screens once in a
while? This called for another brainstorm..
How can we communicate the way we can through
a postcard but differently and yet more conveniently?
This brought out some interesting inspirations. How
about sending a message through a foggy mirror or
by writing behind a toilet door or through drawing in
the snow on a car windshield or drawing on the sand
on the beach..

TABULA RASA

-- New concept born

After gaining valuable insights from interviews and
surveys, much research and brainstorming we
decided to build a fresh communication interface
that would allow people to engage with a physical
material instead of a digital screen.
This interface would allow them to send a short
message by writing onto the natural material. We
were interested in making the experience of sending
and receiving a message more magical. Messages
can be received on the interface through physical
manipulation of the material.
We chose to place this experimental concept in
a coffee table as this allowed us to explore the
best potential for more informal and leisure type of
personal communication.

Material Selection
We chose sand as the primary material for the
interface. People are naturally attracted to sand,
we write on it while at the beach, we play on it
as we’re growing up. In fact, sand is also used in
psychological therapies for relaxing people. Zen
gardens are also another famous example of these
qualities of sand. We also liked sand because it is
inexpensive, natural and exists in many forms and
colors.
Writing in Sand
We tried several method for writing in sand as well
as a hand full of materials to experiment and see
which ones are the best to write on. We even made
our own ferro-fluid and tried to manipulate it with
magnets, however we learned that the best material
for our purpose was still natural sand.
Apart from magnets we tried using a physical
manipulator with a rubberized tip and an air-stream.
Result: Air-stream or air-jet worked the best for
manipulating sand particles.

Tabula Rasa is a unique technology based concept
that utilizes existing technology in an innovative way
to deliver a personalized and more natural interface
for personal communication.
Today’s fast-paced system of communication has
forgotten the joys and qualities that once enriched
the personal communication experience. Tabula
Rasa provides added dimensionality to existing
communication such as short messaging over
mobile networks. It brings physicality to the interface
and also allows the user to immerse in the endearing
process of sending and receiving a personally
crafted message.
Tabula Rasa thrives on user-centered design
through a seamless integration in three core areas:
existing communication technologies like smart
phones, life style objects like furniture and with
elements of the natural world like a sand interface.
Tabula Rasa allows an exploration into the potential
of connecting lifestyle objects (such as a coffeetable) over existing communication networks.
However, what makes it unique is that it inspires
experimentation of interfaces composed of more
natural materials and a discovery of more ephemeral
ways in which we can communicate.

PRODUCT SYSTEM
DIAGRAM

Table - Table

Table - Phone

Phone - Phone

Messages can be sent from one table
to another.

The message can also be sent from
a phone to table or the other way
around.

The app on smart phone can
also stand alone, sending and
receiving messages to each
other.

PHONE APPLICATION
INTERFACE

Tabua Rasa iPhone

Main menu

Contact list interface

Sand-tray interface

Pop up for incoming
messages

FUTURE BUSINESS
SYSTEM

SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT
As part of our experimental process, we
proceeded with the recycling, reuse and
upcycling of salvaged electronics. We
believe the Tabula Rasa experimental
concept carries highest weight in the
environmental aspect of sustainability.The
majority of the Tabula Rasa electronics
and mechanical components can be easily
salvaged from used ink-jet printers. While
ordinary consumers give up their old
printers to be replaced by another, concepts
like Tabula Rasa can benefit through
creation of a micro-loop in the recycling
industry. Such a system would effectively
provide value addition through innovative
upcycling of components and prevent
unnecessary items from going into the
land-fills. The Tabula Rasa concept tables
have been designed with key ideas such as
modularity for ease of repair/replacement,
integration into life-style objects such as
wooden furniture for added functionality,
longer life-cycle and most importantly using
standardized components that be easily
serviced or further up cycled into other
products.

environmental

In today’s fast paced high-tech society
people seem to have become more and
more dependent on digital interfaces such
as LCD screens. As the technological
race shoots forwards people have to cope
with things like information overload. We
believe the Tabula Rasa experimental
concept carries significant weight in the
social aspect of sustainability. Our concept
promotes positive behavioral change in the
area of digital communication by slowing it
down and making personal communication
experience more natural. Tabula Rasa is
at the pinnacle of user-centered design
as it unites the world of high-tech and
the physicality of a natural interface in an
innovative manner.

social

In today’s market push economy,
corporations are thriving on cheaply
manufactured consumer products
that are planned for obsolescence. Printers
are a very good example of this fact. We
feel that the Tabula
Rasa concept has the least economic
impact with respect to sustainability
because it is not aimed for the mass
consumer markets. If Tabula Rasa were to
be commercialized, it would be advertised
as a custom made novelty item and sold
through an independent source such
as a web site. It’s value comes from its
uniqueness and longer life-cycle.

economic

PRODUCT LINE
AND INSTALLATION
CONCEPTS

PRODUCT LINE
AND INSTALLATION
CONCEPTS

The concept can be applied
to pub table or bar table to
provide a social ice braking and
enrich the experience.

When scale up, the concept
can be install in a open place
such as beach or park.

EXPLODED VIEW FOR
MECHANISM
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* Fastners not shown
** electricial wiring and components not shown

